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Remembrance for the veterans  
Cincinnati Veterans gathering 

cincinnati, OH USA, 11.11.2013, 15:23 Time

USPA NEWS - As the country remember the veterans day, Korean War veterans in Cincinnati got together a day before the veterans'
day (sunday, Nov 11th) at VFW center located in Sharonville, OH. As they gather with their family. We remember their previous
service for the specific countries. 

With the heart of their service, the local Korean church was invited for their event and the church has provided the beautiful chamber
performance as well as the choir by the Korean church member. As they sang, it was remembrance of the hero and showing respect to
the Veterans and to their family.

Many of Korean war veterans had brought the Korean transitional stuff and put on their table. the Veterans and Korean church
member had a great moment on sharing their memories in Korea

The senior pastor from the church that was invited sharing the heart and showing appreciation in Korean to the Veterans and their
family. Translator, a professor in local university, was also from the same church and also showed the respect and appreciation to
them for their service and dedication.

As we all know, the veterans have served not only the United States, but also other countries for the world peace and their
development. They had to leave their family behind in order to serve the county.

The veterans' day should be the moment we show the respect. Then for those who are coming back from the field/war, we have to
embrace them with our heart for their heart.
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